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Abstract 
In the context of standard abstract interpretation theory, we define the inverse operation to the 
disjunctive completion of abstract domains, introducing the notion of least disjunctive basis of an 
abstract domain D. This is the most abstract domain inducing the same disjunctive completion 
as D. We show that the least disjunctive basis exists in most cases, and study its properties, 
also in relation with reduced product and complementation of abstract domains. The resulting 
framework is power!Gl enough to be applied to arbitrary abstract domains for analysis, providing 
advanced algebraic methodologies for domain manipulation and optimization. These notions are 
applied to abstract domains for static analysis of functional and logic programming languages. 
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1. Introduction 
Abstract interpretation [ 11, 121 is a widely established theory for programming lan- 
guage semantics approximation. Different semantics, at different levels of abstraction, 
can be derived by abstract interpretation of a given concrete semantics. In particu- 
lar, frameworks for program analysis, type inference and debugging can be specified 
and derived by abstract interpretation as approximations of the concrete semantics (see 
[S-lo]). 
A key r6le in this process of semantics approximation by abstract interpretation is 
played by abstract domains. Abstract domains provide a domain-like presentation for 
those semantic properties of the concrete domain of computation that are approximated 
by abstract interpretation. An abstract domain is assumed to be a complete lattice, where 
the ordering relation describes the relative precision of domain objects - the top element 
representing no information. This is the case of the simple domain Sign, depicted in 
Fig. 1, abstracting sets of integer numbers (i.e. p(Z)), and which can be used for sign 
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Fig. 1. The abstract domain Sign and its disjunctive completion Sign” 
analysis of integer variables (we present such an example later on). The interpretation 
of the elements of Sign is the obvious one: For example, the element -0 denotes the 
set of nonpositive integers. On the other hand, the concrete value { -5, -2) E @3(H) is 
abstracted into the element - of Sign, which is the least element in Sign containing 
all negative numbers. More technically, the relationship between the concrete and the 
abstract domain is given by Galois connections (or, equivalently, by closure operators). 
However, for the rest of this section, the reader can simply consider a domain D more 
abstract than C if C contains all the information of D, i.e. D c C. 
Since the very beginning of abstract interpretation, Cousot and Cousot [12] observed 
the importance of incrementally designing abstract domains. More expressive domains 
can be obtained by combining simpler ones, or by lifting them by adding new infor- 
mation. The first kind of operators are known as domain combinators, while the latter 
ones are known as domain completions. Examples of domain combinators are reduced 
product [12], reduced power [ 121, and tensor product [33], while domain completions 
include for instance disjunctive completion [12] and Moore-set completion [22]. Both 
kinds of operators are devoted to enhance the expressive power of abstract domains, 
and have been called domain refinements (cf. [ 171). All these domain operators provide 
high-level facilities to tune program analysis in accuracy and cost. 
Disjunctive completion was originally introduced to exploit disjunctive program prop- 
erties, notably to prove that merge-over-all-paths data-flow analysis can always be ex- 
pressed in fixpoint form [12]. Disjunctive completion was also considered in Nielson’s 
approach to abstract interpretation using domain theory [33], and applied in program 
analysis of functional and logic languages, e.g., in Jensen’s strictness logic for fimc- 
tional languages [26], in Cousot and Cousot’s comportment analysis of functional lan- 
guages [ 151, and in ground-dependency analysis of logic languages [ 181. Some forms 
of disjunctive completion are also included as tools for automatically refining abstract 
domains, in modem systems for program analysis, like, for instance, in System Z [37]. 
The basic idea of disjunctive completion is simple: Abstract domains are enhanced 
by adding the information corresponding to the concrete disjunction of their elements, 
i.e., by adding a denotation for the lub in the concrete domain of the concretization 
of the abstract values. For instance, in the example above, the concrete disjunction is 
union of sets of integers. Hence, it is immediate to see that the domain Sign” depicted 
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Fig. 2. Abstract transition rules. 
in Fig. corresponds to the disjunctive completion of Sign in G). In 
example, unique further is added to Sign, # 0. symbol # 0 
denotes 
C1 : if B then x := -5 else x := 5 fi; 
C2 : y := 3 divx 
Assume that the analysis is defined by sequentially following the data flow, and 
by ignoring the conditional test B. This is specified by the abstract transition rules 
presented in Fig. 2, where the transitions occur among abstract states of the form 
((x,a,),(y,u,),...), where x,Y,... are the variables into consideration, while a,, gY E 
Sign are their corresponding abstract values. Here, a : p(Z) + Sign is the abstraction 
function, approximating any set of integers into the sign of its elements, as represented 
in Sign, whereas V is the lub in Sign. The semantics of the conditional command cor- 
responds to a form of merge-over-all-paths data flow analysis: Since the conditional 
expression is not evaluated, the analysis considers both branches as possible computa- 
tions. For the program fragment Cr ; C,, supposing that x and y are undefined before 
the execution of Cr, it is clear that the analysis (with the abstract domain Sign) does 
not supply any information on the sign of the variables x and y: I 
KG 01, (Y? 0)) 2 ((4 z>, (Y? 0)) 2 i(& 0, (Y> q. 
’ Obviously, we implicitly use the most natural approximation div’ tn the abstract domain Sign of the 
operation of division of integers (where, e.g., +divn Z = Z). 
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On the other hand, suppose that the same analysis is performed with the refined domain 
Sign”. Then, we get a more precise result saying that x and y are both different from 
zero: 
KX~@)>(Y>W 2 ((x,# O),(Y,0)) 2 ((x,# O),(y,# 0)). 
In particular, we can correctly deduce that no error can occur during the execution 
of C,, provided that x be defined after the execution of Cl. This information is not 
available from the former analysis, because, even if x is defined, the state ((x, Z), . . .) 
may include the case x = 0 for which 3 divx is undefined. 
The disjunctive completion of abstract domains is not only essential to achieve preci- 
sion in modeling alternative computations. It plays also an important role in the design 
of relational program analyses [27,33]. Cousot and Cousot suggested in [ 131 that a 
relational analysis can be induced by combining reduced product (denoted by n) and 
disjunctive completion (denoted by U) of abstract domains, in the same way as the 
space of relations can be obtained in standard algebra by combining Cartesian product 
and powerset. Thus, if Di and 02 are abstract domains, a corresponding domain for 
relational analysis can be defined as U(D) FI 02). In this construction, reduced prod- 
uct is attribute independent (viz. the information obtainable from the combination of 
analyses is essentially the same as the one obtainable by performing the analyses sep- 
arately), while disjunctive completion introduces relational information by exploiting 
sets of attribute independent abstract values. 
The Problem: Simplifving abstract domains for disjunctive analysis. A natural ques- 
tion is: “Can we invert a process of abstract domain refinement”? Namely, can we 
define the “least basis” (that is, the most abstract domain) which induces a given do- 
main by composition or completion? Recently, [5] solved positively the problem of 
inverting the reduced product domain refinement, introducing the notion of domain 
complementation in abstract interpretation. 
In this work, we consider the inverse for the operator of disjunctive completion, 
namely an operator, denoted by 52, that, given any domain D (abstracting C), provides 
the most abstract domain (if it exists) whose disjunctive completion (in C) coincides 
with that of D, viz. U(Q(D)) = 73(D). Intuitively, Q and ?.J should work as compression 
and uncompression operations (w.r.t. disjunction) on abstract domains. In the example 
above, for instance, it is easy to see that in addition to Sign the domains depicted below 
all satisfy this condition, namely their disjunctive completion (in p(Z)) is Sign”. In 
this sense, they can all be candidates to be the “compression” of Sign” with respect 
to disjunction. 
_-.J$+ _Y$o -++ 
Sign * 
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However, it is worth noting that Signb is contained in all these domains, as well as 
in any other abstraction of Sign” which, by disjunctive completion, returns Sign” back. 
Hence, there is no abstract domain that is more abstract than Signb, and at the same 
time, induces the same disjunctive completion as Sign b. For instance, the disjunctive 
completion of Sign*, that is a proper abstraction of Signb, does not coincide with 
Sign”, i.e. U(Sign*) = Sign+’ # Sign”, as depicted below. 
-J)+ -J$+ 
Sign* U(Sign*) = &gnf” 
In this sense, Signb is the most abstract domain which, once refined by disjunctive 
completion, gives Sign” back. 
The problem of finding a canonical subset of objects which, by means of a given 
operation, represent a given algebraic structure, is typical in lattice theory, and in par- 
ticular in representation theory [4,24]. In this paper, we restrict this investigation to 
specific algebraic structures, namely abstract domains for program analysis, and we in- 
troduce the notion of least disjunctive basis for them. The interest in this operation is 
twofold. Theoretically, least disjunctive bases contain the least amount of information 
which characterizes a given disjunctive property. This information must surely be in- 
cluded in any domain which is intended to meet a given disjunctive completion. On the 
practical side, least disjunctive bases are minimal (viz. nonredundant), providing useful 
space saving techniques to implement disjunctive completion of abstract domains, for 
instance for relational analyses. In particular, the disjunctive completion of the least 
disjunctive basis involves the least number of reduction tests in domain implementation 
(e.g., by a powerset construction), as most of the redundant information has been al- 
ready removed from the source. Further, the least disjunctive basis operator can also be 
combined with complementation, in order to characterize optimal (viz. most abstract) 
decompositions for complex relational abstract domains. The resulting framework is 
powerful enough to be applied to arbitrary abstract domains for analysis, providing 
advanced algebraic methodologies for domain manipulation and optimization. 
Structure of the paper. In Section 2, we introduce the basic notations and notions 
of abstract interpretation (and, in particular, on closure operators) used throughout 
the paper. The disjunctive completion operator on abstract domains is presented and 
discussed in Section 3, together with a number of related results. The disjunctive 
completion is first given in its most general form, i.e. when the concrete domain is an 
arbitrary complete lattice. This generalizes previous standard definitions known in the 
literature. Then, under the standard hypothesis of distributivity of the concrete domain, 
we give the usual powerset-like characterization of the disjunctive completion. In the 
latter case, additional properties of the disjunctive completion operator are proved. In 
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Section 4, we introduce the notion of least disjunctive basis of a domain D, which 
is the most abstract domain inducing the same disjunctive completion as D, and we 
prove that, under certain reasonable hypotheses, least disjunctive bases exist. Particular 
emphasis is given to the least disjunctive basis of domains abstracting distributive 
lattices: Whenever the disjunctive completion of an abstract domain D can be expressed 
in the powerset-like form, its least disjunctive basis can be explicitly defined by using 
the join-irreducible elements of D. We study in Section 5 the algebraic properties of 
disjunctive completion and least disjunctive basis of abstract domains, also in relation 
with reduced product and complementation. In the same section, we also show that least 
disjunctive bases distribute compositionally with respect to the reduced product, and 
we give a domain-theoretic characterization of the redundant disjunctive information 
of an abstract domain, as the information which is not in its least disjunctive basis. 
These properties are all proved in the most general setting, where no hypothesis on 
the structure of the involved domains is assumed. 
We apply the above results to abstract domains for analysis of functional (Section 6) 
and logic (Section 7) programming languages. The main achievements are as follows. 
- The comportment domain has been introduced by Cousot and Cousot [ 151 for the 
analysis of higher-order functional programs. This abstract domain has been defined 
as disjunctive completion of a more simple basic comportment domain. We show 
that this definition might be sharpened, since we prove that the least disjunctive ba- 
sis of the comportment domain is strictly more abstract than the basic comportment 
domain. Moreover, by combining domain complementation and least disjunctive ba- 
sis, we introduce in Section 6 the notion of local optimization of abstract domains. 
This is obtained by removing from abstract domains only portions of their redun- 
dant disjunctive information. This is applied to the comportment domain in order to 
design new abstract domains for strictness and termination analysis. 
- We show that the Marriott and Sondergaard domain Def (viz. the lattice of positive 
Boolean functions whose models are closed under intersection, cf. [28]) is the least 
disjunctive basis inducing the domain for disjunctive ground-dependency analysis 
of logic programs [18]. This shows that Def, which is strictly more abstract, and 
therefore less expensive than Pos (viz. the lattice of positive Boolean functions, cf. 
[6,28]), always induces the same disjunctive ground-dependency analysis as Pos 
does, and in particular Q(Pos) = Def. 
The paper ends by addressing related literature and future work in Section 8. 
2. Closure operators and abstract interpretation 
After introducing the mathematical notation used in the paper, in this section we 
present a brief overview of the basic notions on closure operators and abstract in- 
terpretation (in particular, complementation of abstract domains, cf. [S]). For more 
details about lattice theory, and in particular closure operators, the reader is referred 
to [4,24,29,36], while for abstract interpretation to [ll, 121. 
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2.1. Mathematical notation 
Let C and D be sets. The set-difference between C and D is denoted by C\D, while 
C c D denotes proper inclusion. The powerset of D is denoted by go(D), and its cardi- 
nality by IDJ. If f is a function defined on C and D C C then f(D) = {f(x) 1 x ED}. By 
g of we denote the composition of the functions f and g, i.e. Vx. (g o f)(x) = g(f(x)). 
The set D equipped with a partial order d is denoted by (0, < ). By x < y we denote 
strict ordering. If D is a poset, we usually denote by <D the corresponding partial 
order. If D is a poset and ISD then JZ={x~DI3y~I.xdny}. For XED, Ix is a 
shorthand for 1 {x}. By D”P we denote the dual-poset of D. A complete lattice D with 
partial ordering 6, greatest lower bound (glb) A, least upper bound (lub) V, greatest 
element T = A 8 = V D, and least element _L = V 8 = AD, is denoted (D, <, A, V, T, I). 
In a complete lattice D, a subset S&D is directed if every finite subset of S has an 
upper bound in S, while S is co-directed if it is directed in Dep. When D is a lattice, 
AD, VD, To and ID denote the corresponding basic operators and elements. We use 
C ” D to denote that the ordered structures C and D are isomorphic. In the following, 
we will often abuse notation by denoting lattices with their poset notation. 
2.2. Galois connections and closure operators 
If C and D are posets and U: C + D, y : D --) C are monotonic functions such that 
VCEC. c<cu(x(c)) and VdED. a(y(d)) dn d, then we call the quadruple (y, D, C, U) 
a Galois connection (G.c.) between C and D. If in addition Vd ED. x(?(d)) = d, then 
we call (11, D, C, a) a Galois insertion (G.i.) of D in C. We also recall that the above 
definition of G.c. is equivalent to that of adjunction: (y,D, C, CI) is an adjunction if 
Vc E C.Vd ED. U(C) 60 d H cd c y(d). Abstract interpretations are traditionally speci- 
fied in terms of Galois insertions: C and D are called, respectively, the concrete and 
the abstract domain, and they are assumed to be complete lattices, whereas a and y 
are called the abstraction and concretization maps, respectively. Also, D is called an 
abstraction (or abstract interpretation) of C, and C a concretization of D. Further- 
more, if C is not an abstraction of D, then we say that D is a strict abstraction of 
C. Galois insertions characterize “perfect” abstractions, as any abstract object is the 
abstraction of a concrete one. In this case, the concretization and abstraction mappings 
are l-l and onto, respectively. Any G.c. may be lifted to a G.i. identifying in an 
equivalence class those values of the abstract domain with the same concrete meaning. 
This process is known as reduction of the abstract domain. 
An (upper) closure operator, or simply a closure, on a poset (L, <) is an operator 
p : L + L monotonic, idempotent and extensive (viz. ‘dx EL. x <p(x)). The set of all 
closure operators on L is denoted by uco(L). If (L, <, A, V, T, I) is a complete lattice 
then each closure operator p is uniquely determined by the set of its fixpoints, which 
is its image p(L). A set X c L is the set of fixpoints of a closure operator iff X is 
a Moore-family of L, i.e. X is meet-closed (viz. for any Y CX, AY EX, where, in 
particular, T = A0 EX). In this case, px will denote the corresponding closure operator 
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on L. For any X c L, A’(X) = {AS 1 S C_X} is the Moore-closure of X in L, i.e. the 
least subset of L containing X which is a Moore-family of L. The set of fixpoints p(L) 
is a complete lattice with respect to the order of L, but, in general, it is not a complete 
sublattice of L, since the lub in p(L) might be different from that in L. Indeed, p(L) 
is a complete sublattice of L iff p is additive, i.e. for all X C_ L, p(VX) = VP(X). The 
subset of uco(L) given by the additive closures will be denoted by ucoa(L). In view of 
the above equivalence, in the following a closure operator p will often denote the set 
of its fixpoints p(L). Being a set, the set of fixpoints of a closure is often denoted with 
capital Latin letters. Denoting closures by sets will be particularly convenient when 
closure operators will denote abstract domains. However, viewing closures as functions 
is also important in abstract interpretation, because they define the abstraction function. 
Hence, in the following, we will keep this soft ambiguity by using both notations, and 
leave to the reader to distinguish their use as functions or sets, according to the context. 
If L is a complete lattice then (uco(L), 5, n, U, Ax.T, Ax.x) is a complete lattice, where 
for every p, q E UCO(L), {pi}iEl C UCO(L) and x EL: 
- p G rj iff Vx E L. p(x) d q(x), or, equivalently, p C ye iff q(L) G p(L); 
- (niGPi)(x) = Ai,, Pi(x); 
- (IJi,, Pi)(x) = X H Vi E I. pi(X) =X; 
- ix.T is the top element, whereas Ax.x is the bottom element. 
For a closure operator p E uco(L) and Y CL, the following two properties hold: 
(i) p(Q(Y)) = A P(Y); 
(ii) PWY) = @p(Y)). 
A lower closure operator cp: L -+ L is monotonic, idempotent and reductive (viz. Vx 
EL. cp(x)<x). The complete lattice of all lower closure operators on the complete 
lattice L is denoted by /co(L). Its lattice-theoretic properties can all be derived by 
duality from those above for uco(L). 
2.3. The lattice of abstract interpretations 
A key point in Cousot and Cousot abstract interpretation theory is the equivalence 
between the Galois insertion and closure operator approach to the design of abstract 
domains (cf. [12]). Actually, an abstract domain is just a “computer representation” of 
its logical meaning, namely its image in the concrete domain. In fact, using a different 
but lattice-theoretic isomorphic domain changes nothing in the abstract reasoning. The 
logical meaning of an abstract domain is exactly captured by the associated closure 
operator on the concrete domain. More formally, on the one hand, if (y,D, C, a) is a 
G.i. then the closure associated with D is the operator PD = y o c~ on C. On the other 
hand, if p is a closure on C and I : p(C) -+ D is an isomorphism of complete lattices 
(with inverse 1-l) then (I-‘,D, C, 1 o p) is a G.i.. The complete lattice of all abstract 
interpretations (identified up to isomorphism) of a domain C is therefore isomorphic 
to uco(C). By the above equivalence, it is not restrictive to use the closure opera- 
tor approach to reason about abstract properties up to isomorphic representations of 
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abstract domains. Thus, in the rest of the paper, we will feel free to use this approach, 
and whenever we will say that D is an abstraction of C, we will mean that D is 
isomorphic to PO(C) (DZ pi (C)), for some closure po E uco(C). In this approach, 
the order relation on uco(C) corresponds to the order by means of which abstract 
domains are compared with regard to their precision. More formally, if pi E uco(C) 
and Di %ppi(C) (i = 1,2), D1 is more precise than 02 iff pi &p2 (i.e. pz(C) 2 pi(C)). 
Therefore, to compare domains with regard to their precision, we will only speak about 
abstractions between them, and use 5 to relate both closure operators and domains (C 
denotes strict ordering). Further, we will often use the equality symbol = instead of g. 
In view of this equivalence, the lub and glb on uco(C) get a clear meaning. Suppose 
{pi}iEr C uco(C) and Di ” pi(C) for each i E I. Any domain D isomorphic to the fub 
(u,,, pi)(C) is the most concrete among the domains which are abstractions of all the 
Di’S. The interpretation of the glb operation on uco(C) is twofold. Firstly, any do- 
main D isomorphic to the glb (TIitlpi)(C) ( IS isomorphic to) the well known reduced 
product [12] of all the domains Di. Also, the glb D, and hence the reduced product, 
is the most abstract among the domains (abstracting C) which are more concrete than 
every Di. Thus, we will denote the reduced product of abstract domains by the glb 
symbol n. 
2.4. Complementation in abstract interpretation 
The notion of domain complementation in abstract interpretation has been introduced 
in [5], and further studied in [20]. This operation provides a systematic method for 
decomposing abstract domains into simpler factors. 
Complementation corresponds to the inverse of the reduced product (cf. [17]), 
that is, an operation which, starting from any two domains C E D, gives as result 
the most abstract domain C-D, whose reduced product with D is exactly C (i.e., 
(C N D) n D = C). By the above equivalence between closure operators and abstract 
domains, this notion of complementation corresponds precisely to pseudocomplemen- 
tation for po in uco(C). We recall the well-known lattice-theoretic notion of pseudo- 
complementation [4]. 
Definition 2.1. Let L be a meet-semilattice with bottom. The pseudocomplement of 
x EL, if it exists, is the (unique) element x* EL such that x A x* = _L and V,v EL. 
(x A y = I) + (y <x*). If every x EL has the pseudocomplement, L is called pseudo- 
complemented. 
In a complete lattice L, if the pseudocomplement x* exists then 
x*= v{yELJxAy=l_}. 
Giacobazzi et al. solved positively in [21] the problem of pseudocomplementation 
for closure operators. Recall that a complete lattice C is meet-continuous if for any 
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chain Y & C and x E C, x A(VY) = VyEy(x A y) [4,24]. The following result is recalled 
from [21]. 
Theorem 2.2 ([21]). Zf C is meet-continuous then uco(C) is pseudocomplemented. 
This result has been first applied in abstract interpretation in [5]. In particular, when- 
ever C is meet-continuous, the complement C ND of a domain D with respect to C 
exists. and it is defined as 
C-D= ~{EEuco(C)~D~E=C}. 
Meet-continuity is a sufficiently weak hypothesis to include most domains used in 
practice. For instance, it includes (see [24]) complete Heyting algebras, completely dis- 
tributive, algebraic, complete Boolean and continuous lattices. Cortesi et al. observed 
in [5] that most of the abstract domains for program analysis are meet-continuous. This 
is also the case of domains for denotational semantics, as proved in [23], where com- 
plementation has been successfully applied to “decompose” semantics of programming 
languages. 
Assume that C L D, E and let T be the most abstract interpretation of C (i.e. the top 
closure 2x.T). The following are some basic algebraic properties of complementation 
[51: 
(a) DLCw(C-D); 
(b) (DCE)+(C-E)&(C-D); 
(c) (CND)=CN(CN(C-D)); 
(d) C-T=C and C-C=T. 
Complementation is important for abstract domain decompositions. If C CD then 
(C ND, D) is a (conjunctive binary) decomposition for C, namely C can be recon- 
structed by reduced product of its factors. The advantage of domain decomposition is 
twofold: ( 1) it provides more compact representations for complex domains, enhanc- 
ing space saving techniques, and (2) it simplifies verification problems for complex 
domains, by decomposing them into simpler problems for their factors. We show how 
complementation actually works by a simple example. 
Example 2.3. Consider the lattice Sign for sign analysis of an integer variable pre- 
sented in Fig. 1 of Section 1. Recall that the concrete domain is (p(Z), G ), while 
concretization and abstraction maps are the most natural. The (more abstract) lattice 
of positive values Sign+ can be “subtracted” from Sign by complementation (viz., 
Sign N Sign+), yielding the lattice of negative values Sign- : 
z 
I 
z 
o+ -0 
+ -I 
Sign+ Sign- = Sign N Sign+ 
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(Sign+,Sign-) is therefore a decomposition for Sign (i.e., Sign = Sign+ fl Sign-). 
In particular, 0 and 0, which are not in Sign+ U Sign-, can be both reconstructed 
by reduced product from Sign+ and Sign-. 
3. Disjunctive completion by closures 
In this section, we reformulate and generalize using closure operators the standard 
Cousot and Cousot definition of disjunctive completion of an abstract domain [12], 
and study some of its algebraic properties, that will be useful later to characterize 
the inverse of disjunctive completion. As observed in [17], closure operators provide 
the right high-level setting, where properties of abstract domains and operators for 
domain refinement can be studied independently from the representation of domain 
objects. 
In view of their peculiar structure as Moore-families (cf. Sections 2.2 and 2.3), 
abstract domains support a precise interpretation for the glb operation, which abusively 
will be also called conjunction in the following. This is not in general the case for the 
dual operation of Zub, also called disjunction. In technical terms, this means that if C is 
a complete lattice (the concrete domain), and p E uco(C) (the abstract domain), then for 
any X 2 p(C), p(A& = AcX (by property (i) in Section 2.2), whilst V&f <p(V&). 
Hence, while abstract conjunction (i.e., U.p(r\cX)) always coincides (up to object 
names) with concrete conjunction (i.e., 3,X.&$), abstract disjunction (i.e., %xp(Vcx)) 
may cause a loss of information in the abstract domain. Disjunctive completion is 
therefore intended as a domain enhancement, which modifies a given abstract domain 
so that disjunction becomes precise. 
Lemma 3.1. Zf p E z&C) then (KY c p(C). p(vcX) = vc X) w p E uco”(C). 
Proof. (+) Consider any Y C C. Then, we have that p(VcY) =(by property (ii) in 
Section 2.2) = p(V& Y)) = (by hypothesis) = VC p( Y). 
(+) If X c p(C) then, by hypothesis, p(VcX) = V,p(X), but since p(C) is the set 
of fixpoints of p, we get p(VcX) = VcX. 0 
This lemma says that disjunction in an abstract domain is precise (in the sense 
above, as conjunction is) iff its associated closure operator is additive. Moreover, as 
recalled in Section 2.2, this is equivalent to the fact that the image of the closure 
is a complete sublattice of the concrete domain. These remarks justify the following 
technical definition of disjunctive completion by closure operators. 
Let C be any complete lattice, and consider its lattice of abstract interpretations 
uco(C). An additive extension of a closure p E uco(C) is any element belonging to 
the set {q E UCO’( C) 1 TJ C p}. 
Lemma 3.2. Zf {pi}iEl c: uco”(C) then u,,, pi E UCO’( C). 
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Proof. Using the results recalled in Section 2.2, it is sufficient to verify that &, pi(C) 
is a complete sublattice of C. But this is evidently true, since, by hypothesis, each pi(C) 
is a complete sublattice of C. 0 
By this result, it is then natural to give the following definition. 
Definition 3.3. The disjunctive completion operator is llsc : uco(C) + uco(C) defined 
as: &(p) = U {r E ucoa(C) 1 q C p}, for any p E uco(C). 
Thus, the disjunctive completion operator maps any given abstract domain D, to the 
least common abstraction of the domains more precise than D and for which disjunction 
is precise. The correctness of this definition is therefore immediate by Lemma 3.2. 
Proposition 3.4. For any p E uco(C), UC(~) E uco’(C). 
UC(P) is called the disjunctive compZetion (in C) of p E uco(C). It is worth noting 
that for any p E uco(C), lc E UC(P), because any additive closure is strict, namely 
p(lc) = p(V&) = VC 8 = -Lc. In the following, we will apply the operator u both to 
Moore-families and closure operators, being these two notions equivalent in view of 
our applications (cf. Section 2.3). For the operator u c, the following obvious result 
holds. 
Proposition 3.5. UC E Ico(uco(C)). 
The meaning of the above proposition is clear: The disjunctive completion is a 
domain rejinement, as defined in [ 171. This means that & is a monotonic and reductive 
operator on uco(C), and no refinement can be obtained by disjunctive completion of 
a domain which is already disjunctively completed (viz., UC is idempotent). Being 
a lower closure operator, & is uniquely determined by its set of fixpoints, namely 
its image &(uco(C))=ucoa(C), which is precisely the set of all disjunctive abstract 
interpretations of C. The following result is a simple consequence of Proposition 3.5, 
and characterizes the compositionality of the disjunctive completion with respect to the 
reduced product of abstract domains. 
Proposition 3.6. rf C L D, E then &(D n E) = U&c(D) n UC(E)). 
Proof. This follows by the dual of property (ii) in Section 2.2, since, by Proposi- 
tion 3.5, UC is a lower closure operator on uco(C). q 
It is worth noting that the disjunctive completion of an abstract domain depends 
on the fixed concrete domain. If C&D L E, then UC(E) is in general different from 
Uo(E). Indeed, they coincide whenever D is disjunctive. In order to show this fact, 
we need the following technical lemma on closure operators, that can be found, e.g., 
in [7, Theorem 4.2.0.4.71. 
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Lemma 3.7 ([7]). Let C be a complete lattice and 4 E uco(C). Then, 
uco(vr(C)) g {P E uco(C) I ? L P). 
Proposition 3.8. Zf C LD C E then UC(E) C UD(E), and if, in addition, U=(D) =D 
then U&E) = Uo(E). 
Proof. We reason on the associated closure operators; thus, the assumption is that 
pD,pE E uco(C) and pr, 5~. By the isomorphism of Lemma 3.7, PE can alSO be 
viewed as a closure operator on D. Therefore, U~(E)=&(PE)=L. {q ~uco’(C) 1 
‘1 c pE}, while Z&(E) = U&E) = u {cl E uco”(D) 1 p C pi}. Moreover, by Lemma 3.7, 
u&E) = Ll {p E uco(C) 1 pD E p L pE, p is additive on D}. Let us use the following 
notation: St = {q E uco”(C) ) v] L PE} and Si = (11 E uco(C) 1 PD G p C pE, p is additive 
on D}. Now, if p E SD” then UC(~) E Sg, because U&L) C P C pE and UC(P) is additive 
on C. Therefore, we get that UC(E) 5 &(E). 
Suppose now that D is disjunctive (on C), i.e. UC(D) = D. If p E uco(C) is such 
that p. C p and p is additive on D, then p is additive on C: In fact, p(C) G pa(C) = D, 
and since, by hypothesis, D is a complete sublattice of C, also p(C) is a complete 
sublattice of C. Therefore, we have that Si C SE, i.e. &(E) = U&E). 0 
The following simple example shows this fact. 
Example 3.9. Consider the lattice Sign of Example 2.3, and the lattice Sign* depicted 
below. Evidently, Sign * is an abstraction of Sign: 
z 
z 
-0 
#O 
+ - 6 + 
0 0 
Sign* = USign (Sign*) Uc(Sign*) 
Clearly, S&n is not a disjunctive abstract interpretation of the concrete domain 
C = p(Z), since the lub of - and + is not precise. In this case, U&Sign*) does not 
coincide with &,&Sign*). In fact, the disjunctive completion of Sign* with respect to 
Sign, viz. ?_Y,yisn(Sig?Z*), is Sign* itself, while the disjunctive completion with respect 
to C, viz. &(Sign*), is the lattice depicted above. 
3.1. Powerset-like construction of the disjunctive completion 
Definition 3.3 above gives an implicit account of the disjunctive completion, by 
defining it, for a domain D abstracting C, as the most abstract domain which is both 
more concrete than D, and, at the same time, a complete sublattice of C. In this section, 
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we specialize the discussion to the case of concrete domains satisfying some hypothe- 
sis of distributivity. This gives the possibility to introduce an explicit definition of the 
disjunctive completion of an abstract domain using a powerset-like construction, analo- 
gous to the standard ones (cf. [12,13,15,18]) We recall below the standard definitions 
involving the finite and infinite distributivity laws for lattices (see e.g. [4,24]). 
Definition 3.10. A complete lattice C is distributive (d), or completely distributive 
(cd), if for any {Xi,k 1 i EZ, k EK(~)} s C and X, y,z E C, the following identities re- 
spectively hold: 
(d) xA(yVz)=(xA y)V(xAz), 
(cd) l\i~~VkEK(i)Xi,k = VfEI-+K /\i~~Xi,f(i)~ 
where for any i E I, K(i) is a set of indices, and I -AK is the set of all functions f 
from I to &,K(i) such that Vi E I. f(i) E K(i). 
Clearly, (cd) rs (d). 
lowing result yields a 
an abstract domain. 
For concrete domains that are completely distributive, the fol- 
powerset-like characterization of the disjunctive completion of 
Proposition 3.11. If C is a completely distributive lattice then for any p E uco(C), 
UC(P) = {VS I s c P(C)). 
Proof. Let us call dg = { VS ( S C p(C)}. I n order to show that dc E ucon(C), we have 
to verify that A(@) = di and that (d& <) is join-closed. If X c dc then we can write 
X={V&}iEI, with Si = {zi,k}k E K(i) C p(C), for suitable sets of indices Z and, for each 
i E I, K(i). By this expression, it is clear that, by complete distributivity of C, we 
have that Ax E dg. Moreover, it is also clear that VX = V{VkcK(ifi,k 1 i E I} = V {Zi,k 1 
i E Z, k E K(i)} belongs to dc, proving that dg is join-closed (i.e. a complete sublattice 
of C). Moreover, by definition, p(C) 2 d& hence showing that dg is an additive ex- 
tension of p. In order to conclude, we verify that if r] is an additive extension of p 
then d$ & q(C): If VS E d& for some S 2 p(C), then SC q(C), and then VS E q. 0 
The following example shows that without the hypothesis of complete distributivity 
of the concrete domain, in general, the above characterization is no longer true. 
Example 3.12. Consider the finite lattice C depicted below: 
T 
b 
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Consider also the closure p E uco(C) given by p(C) = {T, b, c, d, I}. It is easy to 
verify that the least additive extension of p is UC(~) = C, whereas {VS ( S C p(C)} = 
C\(e), and this latter is not even a closure. 
In Proposition 3.11, for finite abstract domains, we can weaken the hypothesis on 
the concrete domain, requiring (finite) distributivity only. 
Corollary 3.13. If C is a distributive complete lattice and p E uco(C) is finite (i.e., 
Ip( <aI, then UC(~) = {VS I S Cl P(C)). 
Proof. Observe in the proof of Proposition 3.11 that for a finite p, dg is finite too. 
Then, by an easy inspection of that proof, we see that finite distributivity of C is 
sufficient. 0 
Proposition 3.11 does require the same hypothesis on the concrete domain as the 
usual standard powerset construction of the disjunctive completion [12,13,18] does. 
In this case, the above characterization actually gives rise to the standard powerset 
completion of an abstract domain written by a closure-like expression. Thus, whenever 
the concrete domain is completely distributive the disjunctive completion by closures 
(Definition 3.3) coincides with the standard powerset completion. Moreover, we have 
also observed in Corollary 3.13 that for finite abstract domains it is enough to con- 
sider the weaker hypothesis of (finite) distributivity for the concrete domain. However, 
it is worthwhile to remark that Definition 3.3 of disjunctive completion of an ab- 
stract domain is of wider applicability than the standard powerset definition. In fact, 
Example 3.12 shows that whenever the (complete) distributivity of the concrete domain 
does not hold, in general, the standard powerset definition is not applicable, while, in 
contrast, Definition 3.3 is always applicable to any domain. 
We close this section by giving an alternative, but equivalent, presentation for the 
disjunctive completion operator. We characterize the disjunctive completion of an ab- 
stract domain as a function, instead of a set. This may be sometimes more practical, in 
particular when abstract domains are defined by Galois connections, in order to identify 
explicitly the abstraction map corresponding to the disjunctive completion. In addition 
to complete distributivity, this result requires that the concrete domain is join-generated 
by a suitable subset of points, namely its join-irreducible elements (see [2,4,24]). In 
Section 4, join-irreducible elements will play a role also in characterizing the inverse 
operation to disjunctive completion. 
Definition 3.14. Let C be a complete lattice and x EC. x is (completely) join- 
irreducible if for any S 5 C, x = VS implies x ES. The set of join-irreducible ele- 
ments of C is denoted by JZ(C). 
The following lemma characterizing join-irreducible elements in completely distribu- 
tive lattices is standard in lattice theory (cf. [2,24]). 
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Lemma 3.15 ([2]). Let C be a completely distributive lattice. Then, x E JZ(C) ifSfor 
any S & C, x < VS implies x <s for some s E S. 
Let us recall that if C is a complete lattice and SC C then C is join-generated by 
S if for all x E C, x = V(Lx n S) (cf. [4,24]). We now prove the announced explicit 
functional characterization of the disjunctive completion operator. 
Proposition 3.16. Zf C is completely distributive and join-generated by JI(C), and 
p E uco(C), then 
UC(P) = ~~.V{P(Y) I Y E Ix n JI(C)). 
Proof. Let us define dc = Ax.V{p(y) 1 y E lx n JZ( C)}. We first prove that 
dg E ucoa(C). Monotonicity of dg is immediate, being p monotone. By hypothe- 
sis, if x E C then x = V{ y E JZ(C) 1 y <x}. Hence, since p is extensive, we have x d 
V {p(y) 1 y E Lx fl JZ(C)} = d:(x), proving extensivity of d’& We now prove that ds 
is idempotent. For any x E C, by Lemma 3.15, we have that 
d@:(x)) = ‘WY) I Y E JGC), Y d V {P(Z) I = E JI(C), z e)) 
= V{P(Y) I Y E JQC), Y<P(z), z E JI(C), zdx}. 
By monotonicity and idempotency of p, p(y) <p(z) for any y E JZ(C) such that 
ydp(z) for some z~lxflJZ(C). This implies that V{p(y)l yeJZ(C), y<p(z), ZE 
Lx n JZ(C)} d Vp(J. x n JZ(C)), namely ds(dc(x)) <d:(x). Since we have already 
proved that ds is extensive, this implies that ds is idempotent. The following equalities 
prove that dP, is additive. For any S 2 C: 
@‘S) = VIP(Y) I YE JI(C), Y < V S} 
= V{p(y)l yeJZ(C), SES, y<s} (by Lemma 3.15) 
= V,&{P(Y) I Y ~fl(C), Y -1) 
= vdp,(S). 
We observe that using the idempotency of p, for any x E C, we get dc(p(x)) = 
V{p( y) 1 y 6 p(x), y E JZ(C)} <p(x). This clearly implies that d:@(x)) = p(x), and 
therefore dc Ep. Consider now any q E ucoa(C) such that r~ 5 p. In order to con- 
clude the proof, we have to demonstrate that q C dc. Being q additive, for any x E C, 
q(dpC(x)) = v {u~(P(Y)) IY E Ixn JQC)). B ecause ye L p, for any x E C, q@(x)) = p(x), 
and therefore q(dc(x)) = d:(x). This clearly means that q L d& as desired. 0 
4. Least disjunctive basis of abstract domains 
Our goal is to answer to the following question: 
Given a domain D abstracting C, under what hypotheses does exist the least ab- 
straction qf C having the same disjunctive completion of D in C? 
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In the following, we positively answer this question. Firstly, we need two preliminary 
definitions formally stating, by closure operators, this question. 
Definition 4.1. Given a complete lattice C, p E uco(C) is disjunctively optimizable if 
UC@ {vl E uco(C) I WY!) = WP))) = UC(P). 
In the following, for any p E uco(C), the lub of all closures having the same disjunc- 
tive completion as p, namely U {y E uco(C) 1 UC(~) = UC(~)}, is denoted by /I&). 
It is worth noting that by monotonicity of UC (cf. Proposition 3.5), for any p E uco(C), 
UC(p) C &-(A&)) always holds. Hence, p E uco(C) is disjunctively optimizable if the 
converse holds. 
Definition 4.2. Assume that C &D, and the corresponding pi E uco(C) is disjunctively 
optimizable. The least disjunctive basis of D in C is the complete lattice given by 
the set of fixpoints of /i&o) in C. 
If D is disjunctively optimizable then we also say that its least disjunctive basis 
exists, and in this case, we denote it by Q(D). S(D) is therefore the most abstract 
domain such that UC(~C(D))=UC(D). Being S~C(D)=(A&O))(C), the above defi- 
nition implies that !&(D) is a subset of C. Obviously, any other lattice isomorphic to 
L&(D) can be considered in all respects as the least disjunctive basis. The following 
result provides an alternative characterization for the least disjunctive basis. 
Proposition 4.3. p E uco(C) is disjunctively optimizable iff there exists a unique ele- 
ment $~uco(C) such that: 
(i> UC(~) = UC(P); 
(ii) Vq E uco(C). UC(?) = UC(P) * r L @. 
Proof. (+) Define $ = Q(p) = !_I {r~ E uco(C) 1 UC(~) = UC(~)}. Condition (i) is sat- 
isfied by hypothesis. Moreover, if rl E uco(C) is such that UC(~) = UC(P), then, clearly, 
n L 6, so that (ii) is satisfied. Also, 1 is the unique element in uco(C) satisfying (i) 
and (ii): if $ E uco(C) is another such an element different from b then, by (i), $ C 6, 
while, by (ii), 6 L II/. 
(+) It is sufficient to verify that A,&) = 6. This is evidently true, by conditions (i) 
and (ii) on b. 0 
The following simple example illustrates how the notion of least disjunctive basis 
actually works. 
Example 4.4. Consider the domain Sign and its disjunctive completion (with respect 
to C = p(Z)) &-(Sign) = Sign” both depicted in Fig. 1 of Section 1: 
H 
-a + 
0 
Ac(Sign) = a2W!w) 
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It is easy to verify that the least common abstraction of all the domains having as 
disjunctive completion &(Sign), namely &(Sign), is the lattice depicted above. In this 
case, since &(&(Sign)) = &(Sign), the least disjunctive basis of Sign (in C = p(Z)) 
exists, and therefore it is Rc(Sign) = &(Sign). 
However, the least disjunctive basis of an abstract domain does not always exist, as 
the following example shows. 
Example 4.5. Let C be the complete lattice {(m, ?z) 1 m E (0, 1 }, n EN} U {I}, where 
the ordering relation is determined by the Hasse diagram below: 
For any k E N, consider the closure ok = {( 1, n)>, Ed U ((0, n))~_ <,, U (_I_}. It is clear 
that for any k E N, U&k) = C, and (Uk~~~k)(C)={(l,n)},~~U{I}= 
(&-(UkEN pk))(C). If, by contradiction, ?&(C) exists, then UkEN ok C i&(C). But, 
since & is monotonic, we should have &(u kEN P&) C U&&(C)) = C, i.e. we should 
obtain the contradiction C C_ {( 1, n) }, Ed U {I}. 
Below, we state two theorems, one orthogonal to the other, for the existence of 
the least disjunctive basis. The first guarantees the existence of the least disjunctive 
basis for any (possibly infinite) abstract domain, provided that the concrete domain is 
completely distributive and co-algebraic. The second, instead, guarantees the existence 
of the least disjunctive basis for finite abstract domains, when the concrete domain is 
(finitely) distributive. 
4.1. The in$nite case 
In this section, we prove that every (possibly infinite) abstraction of a co-algebraic 
completely distributive concrete domain is disjunctively optimizable. In order to do 
this, we need some technical results on algebraic complete lattices, also involving the 
notion of join-irreducibility. Firstly, let us recall the lattice-theoretic definition of co- 
algebraicity (see, e.g., [24]). 
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Definition 4.6. Let C be a complete lattice and x E C. 
(i) x is compact if for any S & C, x < V S implies that there exists T C S, with T 
finite, such that x,< VT. The set of compact elements of C is denoted by K(C). 
(ii) The complete lattice C is algebraic if for any y E C, y = V (Iy fl K(C)), while 
it is co-algebraic if Cop is algebraic. 
We recall from [24] two technical results on algebraic lattices. The first one gives 
a characterization of (co-)algebraic lattices (cf. [24, Theorem 4.15, p. 89]), while the 
second one provides a representation for the elements of (co-)algebraic lattices using 
join-irreducible elements (cf. [24, Theorem 4.23, p. 931). 
Theorem 4.7 ([24]). Assume that C is a complete lattice. C is co-algebraic 
18 C is isomorphic to a subset of p(X), f or some set X, ordered by inclusion and 
closed under arbitrary unions and intersections of co-directed families (in (p(X), C)) 
of sets. 
Theorem 4.8 ([24]). If C is a co-algebraic complete lattice, then C is join-generated 
by JI(C). 
In order to prove the main theorem of this section, we need the following lemma 
stating that the images of additive closures preserve co-algebraicity of complete lattices. 
Lemma 4.9. If (C, <) is a co-algebraic complete lattice and p E ucoa(C), then 
(p(C), <) is a co-algebraic complete lattice. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.7, assume that C G g SC, for some S and X such that S G p(X), 
where S is closed under arbitrary unions and co-directed intersections. Hence, also p(C) 
is isomorphic to a subset of g(X). Suppose that { Yi}iEI & p(C), for some set of indices 
I. Since p(C) is a Moore-family, we have that &, 5 E p(C). Moreover, since p is 
an additive closure, by Lemma 3.1, we also have that UiE, Yi E p(C). Thus, being 
closed under arbitrary unions and intersections, by Theorem 4.7, p(C) is, in particular, 
co-algebraic. 0 
We are now in the position to prove the main result of this section. 
Theorem 4.10. If C is a co-algebraic completely distributive lattice, then each p E 
uco( C) is disjunctively optimizable. 
Proof. As observed previously, it is enough to prove that U=(p) C &(&(p)). Since, 
by Proposition 3.4, UC(P) is additive, we have, by Lemma 4.9, that UC(P) (intended 
as its set of fixpoints) is co-algebraic. Now, consider any x E UC(~). Since UC(P) is 
co-algebraic, by Theorem 4.8, there exists R cJZ(Uc(p)) such that x = VR (note that 
the lub of&(p) coincides with the lub V of C because UC(P) is a complete sublattice 
of C). If y E R then, by Proposition 3.11, there exists Ty C p such that y = VTy. Since 
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y is join-irreducible (in &(p) where the lub is V), this implies that y E 4. Thus, we 
get R c p. Moreover, if we consider q E uco(C) such that UC(~) = UC(P) then, by the 
same reasoning, we get R C 9. Thus, since &(p) = n{q E uco(C) 1 UC(V) = UC(~)}, 
we have that R 5: AC(~). Therefore, by Proposition 3.11, x=VR E Uc(&(p)), which 
concludes the proof. 0 
It is worthwhile to remark that any complete lattice isomorphic to a complete ring of 
sets (i.e., a subset of a powerset p(X), for some set X, closed under arbitrary unions 
and intersections) is both co-algebraic and completely distributive (see [2,24]). Thus, 
in particular, the class of co-algebraic completely distributive lattices comprises the 
well known collecting domains, i.e. any powerset p(X), for some set X, ordered with 
the subset or supset relation. Therefore, the standard concrete domains for collecting 
semantics of functional and logic programming (e.g. [3,32]) are included in this class 
(we will use these concrete domains in our examples in Sections 6 and 7). 
4.2. The jinite case 
We now prove a second theorem assuring the existence of the least disjunctive basis 
for any finite domain abstracting a distributive complete lattice. Thus, the restriction to 
finite abstract domains allows us to weaken the hypothesis of complete distributivity 
on the concrete domain considered in Theorem 4.10. 
Theorem 4.11. If C is a distributive complete lattice and p E uco(C) is jinite, then p 
is disjunctively optimizable. 
Proof. First, let us point out that, as usual, we do not distinguish between a clo- 
sure operator and its set of fixpoints (i.e. its image). Recall the definition AC(P) = 
u {u] E uco(C) 1 UC(q) = UC(p)}. As observed previously, it is enough to prove that 
Q(p) & E-(&(p)). Assume by contradiction, that there exists x E Uc(p)\&(&(p>). 
We prove by induction on natural numbers that for any n EN we are able to build a 
strictly decreasing chain {xj}j<n such that for any j<n, Xj E UC(p)\&(&(p)). 
(n = 0) By defining xa =x, we have that xo E Uc(p)\Uc(&(p)). 
(n + 1) By inductive hypothesis, xn @&(Ac(p)), from which we get x,, G&(p), 
viz. x, 6 n {y E uco(C) 1 UC(~) = UC(P)}. Therefore, there exists ye E uco(C) such that 
Q(y) = UC(p) and x,, $! q. Hence, x, E &(q)\q-. By Corollary 3.13, &(p) = &(rl) is 
finite, and therefore, g C_ &(q) is finite as well. This implies that, by Corollary 3.13, 
there exists SC q such that x, = VC S and x, 6s. Also, S $E Uc(Ac(p)>, otherwise we 
would have X, = Vc S E E-(&(p)), a contradiction. Thus, there exists y E S\Uc(/ic 
(p)). Define x,+1 = y. We have that xn+i E q c UC(~) = UC(P), and, by construction, 
X,+I $ W&(P)). Moreover, x,+1 6x,,, and x,+1 # x,,, because x,,+i E S while x, $Z S. 
To conclude the proof, note that, as observed above, UC(P) is finite. This implies 
that if we build the above strictly decreasing chain of infinite length, we get the desired 
contradiction. 0 
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It is worthwhile to note that most of the abstract domains used as basis of a static 
program analysis are finite, and hence for them one can exploit the weaker hypothesis 
on the concrete domain. In Sections 6 and 7, we will determine the least disjunctive 
basis of some finite abstract domains used for the analysis of functional and logic 
languages. 
It is important to remark that the least disjunctive basis of a domain D, abstracting C, 
may well exist even if D and C do not satisfy the hypotheses of one of the two 
theorems of existence given above (i.e., Theorems 4.10 and 4.11). This is shown by 
the following example. 
Example 4.12. Consider the finite lattice C and the closure p E uco(C) presented in 
Example 3.12. It is easily seen that C is not distributive, and therefore, for any ab- 
straction of C neither Theorem 4.10 nor Theorem 4.11 are applicable. However, the 
least disjunctive basis Q,(C) of C itself (in C) exists, and it is actually given by the 
closure p. 
4.3. Least disjunctive basis and join-irreducible elements 
In case the concrete domain is a co-algebraic completely distributive lattice, from the 
proof of Theorem 4.10, we can observe that join-irreducible elements play an important 
role in the computation of the least disjunctive basis. Intuitively, they represent infor- 
mation that cannot be further decomposed by disjunction. In particular, join-irreducible 
elements allow to give an explicit characterization of the least disjunctive basis of an 
abstract domain D which is disjunctive, as proved below. 
Theorem 4.13. Assume that C CD. If &(D)=D, and C is completely distributive 
and co-algebraic, or C is distributive and D is jinite, then Qc(D) = M(JI(D)). 
Proof. The case C completely distributive and co-algebraic is immediate, by inspection 
of the proof of Theorem 4.10. Assume C distributive and D finite. Let p E uco(C) be 
the closure operator associated with D, such that &(p) =p. We show that Q,-(p)= 
&(JZ(p)). First, observe that &(&(Jl(p))) = Q(p). Under the hypotheses of Theo- 
rems 4.11, since p = &(p) is finite, it is well known that every finite lattice is join- 
generated by its join-irreducible elements (see e.g. [4,24]). Hence, UC(~)= 
{V S I KJIWC(P)))> i.e. UC(P) = &(JI(U&))). Thus, &(Jl(p)) = UC(P), as de- 
sired. Next, assume that v] E uco(C) and UC(~) = Q(p). In this case, we want to prove 
that JZ(p) 2 q. Suppose that x E JI(p). Then, x E p = Q(p) = &(v). Note that since 
Q(q) =p is finite, ye 5 UC(~) is finite as well. Therefore, by Corollary 3.13, there 
exists R C q such that x = VR. On the other hand, since y C UC(~) = UC(~) = p, we 
have that R C p. Hence, being x join-irreducible in p, we get x E R C yl. 0 
It is worth noting that the above result does not hold if the least disjunctive ba- 
sis Q(D) does not exist. For instance, in Example 4.5, JZ(C)= {(l,n)}nEN\iO), but 
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J@J~(c>>={(L”))nEN U {I} is not the least disjunctive basis for C, as shown in that 
example. Obviously, since UC(C) = C, the least disjunctive basis of every concrete do- 
main, satisfying the hypotheses above, is just the Moore-closure of its join-irreducible 
elements. Theorem 4.13 has another interesting consequence. 
Corollary 4.14. Assume that C ED and C is completely distributive and co-algebraic, 
or C is distributive and D is finite. Then, !&(D) = M(JI(&(D))). 
proof. Since l&-(D) = G?&c(D)) and &(&(D)) =udD). 
q 
In other terms, whenever the hypotheses of Theorems 4.10 and 4.11 are satisfied, 
the least disjunctive basis of an abstract domain D can always be computed by means 
of the method of the join-irreducible elments, computing the Moore-closure of the 
join-irreducible elements of the disjunctive completion of D. 
Example 4.15. With reference to Fig. 1 in Section 1, consider the abstract domain 
Sign and its disjunctive completion (w.r.t. C = p(Z)) &(Sign) = Sign”. It is clear that 
JZ(&(Sign)) = { -, 0, +}. Since the concrete domain C = @(Z) is a collecting domain, 
we can apply Corollary 4.14, obtaining the least disjunctive basis Q&Sign) = k’( { -, 0, 
+}), as already computed in Example 4.4. 
Obviously, computing explicitly the whole disjunctive completion UC(D) in order 
to characterize its join-irreducible elements, although being theoretically possible, is 
hardly feasible, because of the (usually exponential) size of UC(D). Indeed, when 
UC(D) is finite and isomorphic to a powerset, 1 Q(D) I= log(l &(D) I) + k, where k 
is a constant. 
5. Algebraic properties and compositionality 
In this section, we study the algebraic properties of the least disjunctive basis with 
respect to disjunctive completion and reduced product. From now on, whenever we 
will speak about least disjunctive bases, we will not suppose that conditions of Theo- 
rems 4.10 and 4.11 are satisfied, but merely we will assume their existence. 
In general, the least disjunctive basis operator depends on the fixed concrete domain 
of reference (an example will be given at the end of Section 7), unless disjunctive 
abstract interpretations are considered. 
Proposition 5.1. g C LD L!? and UC(D) = D then f&(E) = Q&T>. 
Proof. Let us define SE = {A E uco(C) ( &(A) = UC(E)} and Si = {B E uco(D) 1 
uD(B)= uD(E)}. Thus, explicitly, we have Qc(E)= U SC and ~D(E> = LI 8;. By 
Proposition 3.5, we have that UC(D) C UC(E), and because D = UC(D) and UC(E) g 
G&(E), we get D L Q=(E) (i.e. Qc(E) E uco(D)). Moreover, by Proposition 3.8, we 
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have UD(QC(E)) = Uc(Qc(E)) =&(E) = &(E), which implies Q=(E) E SD”. Thus, 
we get Rc(E) C QD(,!?). To prove the other inclusion, assume that BE 5’:. Then, by 
Proposition 3.8, Q(B) = UD(B) = U&E) = UC(E), i.e. B E SC. Therefore, QD(E) 5 
f&Y(E). 0 
Next proposition summarizes the basic algebraic properties of the least disjunctive 
basis. 
Proposition 5.2. Assume that CC D,E, T is the most abstract interpretation of C 
(and Q,-(D), l&(E) exist). Then, 
(a) DC G@); 
@I GAQc(D>>=WD); 
Cc) QcU)=T; 
Cd) Qc(Uc(D))=QcP); 
(e) &(D)=&(E) @ Qc(D)=Qc(E); 
(f9 Uc(DnE)=~c(Oc(D)n~nc(E)). 
Proof. 
(a) Obvious from the definition. 
(b) We have that f&(&(D)) = U{A E uco(C) I &(A) = Uc(Lk(D))} = U{A E uco(C) I 
UC(A) = UC(D)) = Q(D). 
(cl BY (a). 
(d) By idempotency of UC on (Proposition 3.5). 
(e) (+) By applying QC and by (d); (+) By applying UC. 
(f) &(s&(D)riQ,(E)) = (Proposition 3.6) = vc(uc(szc(D))nuc(nc(E))> = UcWc 
(D) n ?J-(E)) = (Proposition 3.6) = UC(D n E). 0 
It is important to remark that the least disjunctive basis operator is neither monotonic 
nor anti-monotonic (hence it is not a closure), as shown below. 
Example 5.3. Consider the abstract domains Sign and Sign+ of Example 2.3, where 
Sign L Sign+ (the concrete domain is as usual C = p(Z)). The least disjunctive basis 
@-(Sign) is in Example 4.4, while it is simple to check that &(Sign+) = Sign+. This 
proves that the least disjunctive basis operator is neither monotonic nor anti-monotonic, 
since &(Sign) and Qc(Sign+) are incomparable abstractions of C. 
Combining points (e) and (f) of Proposition 5.2, we get an interesting form of 
compositionality of the least disjunctive basis operator with respect to the reduced 
product of abstract domains. 
Corollary 5.4. &(D n E) = L?c(Qc(D) ri &Y(E)). 
Domain decomposition by complementation and least disjunctive bases can be 
combined to exploit this form of compositionality of the least disjunctive basis 
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operator. Indeed, complementation provides binary decompositions of abstract domains, 
and therefore least disjunctive bases can be computed compositionally. The following 
is a simple example exploiting the above result on compositional&y. 
Example 5.5. Consider the abstract domains Sign and Sign+ of Example 2.3, and 
suppose that Sign has been incrementally designed by reduced product of Sign+ and 
of the domain Sign-’ given below (the concrete domain is as usual C = a(Z)): 
_& -&J+ 
0 0 
Signwo n&ign+) n n,(sign-O> 
Exploiting Corollary 5.4, we can compositionally compute the least disjunctive basis 
SZc(Sign) (in Example 4.4) of Sign from the least disjunctive bases Q(Sign+) and 
Qc(Sign-‘) of its factors. Indeed, the domain Qc(Sign+) n SZc(Sign-‘), depicted above, 
is a proper abstraction of the starting domain Sign = Sign+ FI Sign-‘, and therefore 
the task of computing the least disjunctive basis of Q-(Sign+) I’7 Q-(Sign-‘) is more 
simple. 
Characterizing disjunctive redundancies. The notion of least disjunctive basis allows 
to give a formal definition for the redundant disjunctive information of an abstract do- 
main. Assume that D is an abstract interpretation of C and that Q,(D) exists. We define 
the redundant disjunctive information of the abstract domain D as the set D\&(D) 
given by the set-theoretic difference between D and its least disjunctive basis l&(D). 
Hence, its turns out that D\&(D) is precisely the subset of D containing all and only 
those elements of D which can be systematically constructed by disjunctive completion 
with basis D. 
Exploiting complementation, we can introduce another related interesting concept. 
We define the abstraction of disjunctive redundancy of D as the domain D - !&-(D), 
namely the complement of the least disjunctive basis l&(D) with respect to D itself. 
Thus, D - Qc(D) characterizes precisely the most abstract domain (of D, and hence of 
C) which composed by reduced product with the least disjunctive basis of D gives D 
back. Obviously, this definition makes sense whenever the involved least disjunctive ba- 
sis and complement exist. Roughly speaking, the abstraction of disjunctive redundancy 
captures the least abstraction of D containing the redundant disjunctive information of 
D and which recovers the entire domain D when composed by reduced product with the 
least disjunctive basis of D. We illustrate these notions by our simple running example. 
Example 5.6. Consider again Sign and &(Sign) = Sign” in Fig, 1. From Example 4.4 
we know that Sign C &(Sign), where C = p(Z). The set of the redundant disjunctive 
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information of Sign is therefore given by { -O,O+}. In fact, both -0 and Of can 
be reconstructed by the subsets of the least disjunctive basis {-, 0) and (0, +}, re- 
spectively. On the other hand, it is easy to verify that the abstraction of disjunctive 
redundancy of Sign is the domain depicted below: 
z 
-0 o+ 0 
0 
Sign - flc(Sign) 
6. Functional programming: optimizing comportment analysis 
In this section, we apply the theory of the least disjunctive basis to the comportment 
analysis, designed by Cousot and Cousot in [ 151 to generalize Mycroft’s strictness and 
termination analysis [30,31], Wadler and Hughes’ projection analysis [35], and Hunt’s 
PER analysis [25]. The comportment analysis applies to higher order monomorphically 
typed lazy functional programming languages. 
To illustrate Cousot and Cousot’s comportment analysis, we consider abstract inter- 
pretation of a simply typed lambda calculus with basic types /?. Let us denote D’ the 
domain of values of a type r, and I its bottom element. For simplicity, we will con- 
sider abstractions of basic function types /3 + /? (i.e., elements in Dp’fl= Dp -+ Dfi, 
the lattice of continuous functions from Dl to Dp ordered pointwise). The abstract 
domain 9& depicted in Fig. 3 represents the lattice of basic comportment analysis, 
ordered with respect to the approximation order, for basic function types p--+/I. The 
meaning of basic compartments in & is given in Fig. 4, in terms of a concretization 
function yp+-8 mapping basic compartments into (@(D”‘~), C), which is the concrete 
domain of the collecting semantics. It is immediate to observe that & is precisely the 
reduced product of the standard Mycroft lattices for strictness (div <str < top, denoted 
by 9’) and termination (con < tot < top, denoted by S) analysis (more precisely, using 
complementation, gw - Y = 9 and & - Y = 9’). 
As proved by Cousot and Cousot in [ 151, more precise comportment properties 
for higher-order functional languages can be characterized by disjunctive completion 
of the lattice J?Z& of basic comportment analysis. In order to exploit sets of values, 
Cousot and Cousot considered a powerset completion of the abstract domain, used 
to mimic the collecting semantics construction. The corresponding abstract domain 
for compartments is derived by reduction of the powerset completion of the basic 
comportment lattice 9&, i.e. sets of basic compartments denoting the same object 
in @(D”‘B) are identified. Thus, the meaning of sets Y of basic compartments is 
given by a concretization y@ such that y@(Y) = U {yp+p(ti) 1 $ E Y}. The lattice %’ in 
Fig. 3, ordered by the approximation order, corresponds precisely to this (extended) 
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div 
top 
{tot, diu} 
{tot) 
{con) 
con 
Fig. 3. The abstract domains for basic comportment gs and comportment W. 
truth 11 
strictness -pqsq = u I f(Q =I) 
totality y-Qlt) = if I Vx E Do \ {-Ll.f(z) # 11 
identity yb+P(ide) = {f 1 VzED~.f(x)=Iez=~} 
divergence y4-@( diu) = {j 1 vx E IJo. f(z) = I} 
convergence y4+( con) = {j 1 Vz E DO. f(x) # I} 
falsity pq0) = 0 
Fig. 4. Basic comportment analysis &. 
comportment analysis for basic function types p + p. The new element abs corresponds 
here to the set of basic compartments { coy1, div} (it represents the property of absence, 
cf. [15]). 
The disjunctive completion of Bv is the lattice 97 in Fig. 3 since: 
(i) yXJ({con,div})Cy8’~(conVdiv), 
(ii) y@({ide,&}) C $‘“(ide V &I), 
(iii) y@( { lot, L&U}) C yfl’“( tot V div), 
while for any other Y 2 99~, y*“(Y) = y B’b(V Y). For instance, for any basic type p, 
the identity map Axfi . xfl is such that Axa . xfi E yb*p( con V diu) = y”‘b( top) = @+-8, 
whilst 2x8 .xfi 4 y@({con, &}) = yb’B(co,) U ~~B’j(diu). 
To find out the least disjunctive basis of 98~ in @(Dp+b), viz. the least disjunc- 
tive basis for the lattice of basic comportment analysis (which, by Theorem 4.10 or 
Theorem 4.11, exists since (@(D fl’fl), C ) is co-algebraic and completely distributive), 
we simply apply Corollary 4.14, that is we compute the Moore-closure of the join- 
irreducible elements of the disjunctive completion %? of L?&. It is straightforward to 
verify that the least disjunctive basis 52 KJ(Dp+)(B~) is the lattice depicted in Fig. 5. 
The least disjunctive basis 52 ka(D,~+)(B~) is therefore a proper abstraction of the orig- 
inal basis ~2% of basic compartments. The redundant disjunctive information is totality 
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top 
div con 
Fig. 5. The least disjunctive basis l2,,(,p+,(9, ) 
tot, which can be recovered as lub of the elements ide and con representing identity 
and convergence, respectively. 
Local optimization. The least disjunctive basis can be combined with complemen- 
tation in order to systematically simplify portions of abstract domains. Let C be a 
concrete domain and let D L E be abstractions of C. The domain D can be locally 
simplified by removing the disjunctive information which is not expressible by E. We 
call this method local optimization. The local optimization of D with respect to E is 
thus defined as Q(DNE) n E. Obviously, this definition makes sense whenever the 
involved least disjunctive basis and complement exist. As proved by the proposition 
below, the local optimization of D with respect to E is an abstraction of D. Intu- 
itively, the only disjunctive information which is preserved when moving from D to 
&(D- E) n E is that directly depending on the information in E. Any other form 
of disjunctive information is removed. In this sense, all the disjunctive information in 
D and in E is saved, while the disjunctive information of D which does not directly 
depend on E is removed. The following proposition also shows that the local optimiza- 
tion of D with respect to E has a more concrete least disjunctive basis than that of D, 
while it has the same disjunctive completion as D. 
Proposition 6.1. Let C c D C E. Then, 
(a) UC(QC(D N El nE> = UC@); 
(b) DE&(D-E)nELQ,(D); 
Proof. (a) U,-(Qc(D N E) n E) = (Proposition 3.6) = Uc(&(Qc(D N E)) n UC(E)) = 
UC(UC(D - E) n UC(E)) = (Proposition 3.6) = &((D N E) fl E) = UC(D). 
(b) Since DED-EC&(D-E), we have that D=DllEr&(DNE)nE. On 
the other hand, Qc(D - E) n E C Q(D) follows by (a). 0 
As an example, we apply local optimization to the comportment domain, which 
clearly contains too much information with respect to strictness. The lattice %F N Y 
depicted below captures precisely nonstrictness analysis. In this case, by removing 
the element { tot,diu} we get the least disjunctive basis 52~(‘% N 9). Then, by adding 
strictness via reduced product we obtain the lattice Rw(V - 9) n Y, which is properly 
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more abstract than V yet containing strictness, termination and basic comportment: 
Here, {tot, diu} is removed because it can be obtained by disjunctive completion 
of objects that do not include strictness str: abs V {tot} = {tot, &I}. The divergence 
information in {tot, div} is here inherited from abs, and not directly from any of the 
elements in 9’. It is also worth noting that { ide, L&U} cannot be reconstructed by reduced 
product from 9 and Rw(%Y - 9). V N 9. 
7. Logic programming: optimizing disjunctive ground-dependency analysis 
In this section, we apply the theory of the least disjunctive basis to Pos, a well known 
relational abstract domain of propositional formulae for ground-dependency analysis of 
(constraint) logic programs [ 1,6,28]. The disjunctive completion of Pos has been stud- 
ied by File and Ranzato in [ 181, where it has been shown that it is strictly more precise 
than Pos itself. In a sense, this was a surprising result, since the fact that Pos is closed 
under logical disjunction should lead to an opposite conclusion. We show that the least 
disjunctive basis for the disjunctive completion of Pos is the domain Def, which is 
a proper abstraction of Pos. Def is a domain of propositional formulae introduced 
by Dart in [ 161 for groundness analysis in deductive databases, and used by Marriott 
and Ssndergaard in [28] for ground-dependency analysis of logic programs. Armstrong 
et al. in [l] investigated various representations for the formulae in Pos and Def, and 
they experimentally compared precision and efficiency of static program analyses us- 
ing these two domains. They showed that analyses using Pos achieve higher precision 
than those using Def, although there is a relatively small additional cost. However, 
this additional cost becomes relevant when lifting Pos and Def to the powerset, due 
to the combinatorial explosion of the disjunctive completion. In view of the work in 
[l], the results of this section gain an important and significant practical impact: The 
disjunctive ground-dependency analysis of logic programs can always be obtained by 
disjunctive completion of Def, without losing precision and at a lower cost with re- 
spect to the disjunctive completion of Pos. Moreover, this completes the understanding 
of the problem, since it is the best that one can do in this direction. 
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Fig. 6. The domains Pos and Def for VI = {x, y}. 
7.1. The abstract domains Pos and Def 
Let Var be a countable set of variables, and let VI be any (nonempty) finite sub- 
set of Vur containing the variables of interest. As usual, variables are denoted by 
x, y,z, u, . . . We assume that the concrete domain of computation of a given logic pro- 
gram is the powerset @(Sub) of idempotent substitutions, ordered with set-theoretic 
inclusion. A substitution 0 is typically specified by listing its nontrivial bindings, viz. 
~={~/4~)l4~)#~>. 
Pos is the finite lattice (indeed Boolean lattice) of positive Boolean functions on VI, 
where a Boolean function is positive if it gives true for the truth assignment where 
each variable is true. Obviously, the order of Pos is given by logical consequence b, 
g/b is given by logical conjunction, while lub on nonempty sets by logical disjunction 
(the Zub of the empty set yields the bottom A VI). Def is the finite lattice of positive 
Boolean functions on VZ whose models are closed under intersection. Formulae in Def 
are called de$nite. For more details about Pos and Def see [ 1,281. It is well known 
that Boolean functions can be represented by means of propositional formulae. Thus, 
in the following, we will use propositional formulae over VZ to represent Boolean 
functions in Pos and Def. In Fig. 6, Pos and Def are depicted for VI = {x, y}. 
As observed in [l], Def is a meet-sublattice of Pos. Further, the top Boolean function 
true is in Def. Hence, Def is a Moore-family of Pos, namely, being (the set of 
fixpoints of) a closure operator on Pos, it is an abstract interpretation of Pos. The 
abstraction and concretization maps between Pos, Def and @(Sub) are well known, 
and can be found, e.g., in [28]. For instance, assuming VZ = {x, y,z, u}, the formula 
n A (y c) z) is an element of Pos (and Def) that represents the substitutions c such 
that for any instance CJ’ of c (i) the term G’(X) is ground; (ii) o’(y) is ground iff also 
C’(Z) is ground. In particular, * 01 = {~/a, y/b, / } z c an 02 = {x/a, y/w,z/w, u/u} satisfy d 
this property. Thus, { (~1 , 02) C y(x A (y ++ z)). 
* By a, b, c,. , we denote ground terms. 
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0 = )faLse 
Fig. 7. Uy(suh)(PoS) for fl = {X,Y) 
7.2. The least disjunctive basis of Pos is Def 
FilC and Ranzato showed in [18] that U ,J(~ub~(Pos) r Pos, namely there is a strict 
improvement in precision by lifting Pos to its disjunctive completion. For exam- 
ple, by considering as variables of interest VI = {x,Y}, we have that the logical 
disjunction (X -+ Y) v (y -+x) in Pos does not represent the concrete disjunction of 
the two formulae x -+ y and y +x, i.e. the union of their concretizations. In fact, 
Y(X --+ Y) u Y(Y +x) c Y((X - Y) v (Y 4x)) = y(tme): c = {x/v, y/w} is such that 0 E 
y((x+ Y)V(Y -+X))\Y(X--, Y)UY(Y --+x). 
Sets of positive formulae for which logical (i.e., in Pos) and concrete (i.e., in 
@(Sub)) disjunctions coincide have been characterized as follows (cf. [19]). 
Theorem 7.1 ([ 191). Zf 0 # Q1& Pas then 
By Theorem 7.1, the disjunctive completion of Pos (after reduction), for VI = {x, y}, 
{x, y}, is the lattice depicted in Fig. 7. 
By Theorem 4.10, Q,(~~b)(Pos) exists, since (@(Sub), C) is collecting (on the other 
hand, Theorem 4.11 may be exploited as well). The complexity of the simple case of 
two variables shows that the application of the method of join-irreducible elements of 
Corollary 4.14 to compute the least disjunctive basis of Pos can result quite hard. The 
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main result of this section can however be proved directly on the definition of Def 
and Pos. 
Theorem 7.2. i2,t~u,,j(Pos) = Def. 
Proof. We exploit Proposition 4.3. Therefore, let us first show that UkJ~sub,(Def) = 
Uj,(~ub,(Pos). Since Pos & Def, and, by Proposition 3.5, uliy(s&) is monotonic, we have 
U)yJ(~ub)(P~~) 5 Utd(sut,)(Def). Now, consider any f E Pas, and @f = {g E Def I g k f } 
C Def. It is known (cf. [l]) that in this case, f = V @f holds. We want to verify that 
y(V@f ) = U y(@f). If h E Def and h + V @f = f then h E @f, and therefore, by Theo- 
rem 7.1, we have that y(V@f) = U y(@f). This means that for any f E Pos there exists 
S C Def such that y(f) = U y(S), and hence U,(s,b,(Def) C_ Pos. Hence, applying the 
idempotent and monotonic (cf. Proposition 3.5) operator UfJ(sub), we get the other 
inclusion, Ui,(sub)(Def) C UfJ(~ub)(Pos). Now, assume that there exists D abstracting 
@(Sub) such that Utzpub)(D)= U,c~,b)(Pos). Then, we show that DC Def. Assume 
that f E Def. Since Def C Ui,(sub)(Def) = UtJ(su~)(Pos) = tJtJ(su~)(D), we have that 
f E Ujk_,(~ub)(D). Hence, by Proposition 3.11, there exists S CD such that y(f) = U?(S). 
Since D 2 U,(~~b)(Pos), for any x E S there exists F, C Pos such that y(x) = U y(F,). 
Hence, there exists Q, C Pos such that y(f) = U y(Q). Applying the Pos-abstraction 
map, and exploiting its additivity, we get f = V @, i.e. y(V@) = U y(a). Thus, by The- 
orem 7.1, we have that for any g E Def, g + V @ implies that there exists h E @ such 
that g + h. By using this implication for f = V @ E Def, we get that there exists h E @ 
such that V@ b h, i.e. f = V @E @. Therefore, there exists x ES such that f E F,, and 
y(f) C y(x). But, since y(f) = U?(S), we have that y(x) = y( f ), and thus f =x, from 
which f E D. 0 
Indeed, it is simple to verify on the previous diagrams for the case of two variables 
VI = {x, y}, that Def is the least abstraction of Pos having the same disjunctive com- 
pletion. This particular case is also verifiable by applying Corollary 4.14: in fact, Def is 
precisely the Moore-closure of the join-irreducible elements of UfJ(~ub,(Pos). Moreover, 
QBJ(~u~)(Pos) = Def, while Qp,,(Pos) = A(JI(Pos)), and for the case VI = {x, y}, the 
Moore-closure of the join-irreducible elements of Pos clearly does not coincide with 
Def (for instance, y + x E Def \ A?‘(JZ(Pos))). This also proves that the least dis- 
junctive basis operator depends on the concrete domain of reference, as postulated in 
Section 5. Finally, note that the redundant disjunctive information of Pos is obviously 
given by the formula x V y, which can be reconstructed in the disjunctive completion 
of the least disjunctive basis Def as {x, y}. 
8. Related and further work 
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first systematic characterization of least 
bases for the disjunctive completion of domains in abstract interpretation. However, the 
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use of join-irreducible elements to represent disjunctive properties is definitely not new, 
in particular in relation with the work of Flemming Nielson. Join-irreducible elements 
were first investigated in the context of abstract interpretation in [33], with the aim 
of giving an alternative (more concise) representation for the relational (Hoare) pow- 
erdomain in analysis of typed functional languages. We extend Nielson’s idea in the 
definition of our notion of least disjunctive basis. Least disjunctive bases are more gen- 
eral in this sense, since join-irreducible elements can only represent domains which are 
already disjunctive, provided that the hypotheses of Theorem 4.10 or Theorem 4.11 are 
satisfied (cf. Theorem 4.13). In [33], Nielson investigates also the situation where the 
abstraction function maps join-irreducible elements to join-irreducible elements, defin- 
ing the notion of expected form for an abstract interpretation, further studied in [34]. 
This could be a related topic, and it should provide an interesting application of least 
disjunctive bases. Nielson suggests the use of expected forms in order to simplify the 
implementation of functionals induced in abstract interpretation of denotational seman- 
tics. The aim of expected forms is therefore similar to that of least disjunctive bases, 
both providing sensible simplifications in abstract interpretation design. In particular, 
some expected forms defined on collecting semantics, i.e. on some powerset domain 
(e.g. for cond in [34]), can be viewed as fimctionals on the least disjunctive basis of 
the abstract domain. 
We conclude by observing that least disjunctive bases could be also applied in 
semantics of programming languages. Cousot and Cousot proved in [14] that many 
semantics of programming languages can be derived by abstract interpretation from a 
more concrete (usually operational) semantics. However, collecting semantics are gen- 
erally defined exploiting a (more abstract) standard semantics, by “collecting” sets of 
possible output values corresponding to a given set of possible input values (e.g. [32]). 
This construction can be achieved by a disjunctive completion of the standard seman- 
tics, relatively to a more concrete operational semantics. The meaning of the least 
disjunctive basis should therefore be evident in semantics as well as in analysis: 
The least disjunctive basis of a collecting semantics is precisely the most abstract 
(standard) semantics which induces the same collecting semantics, and our results 
allow to characterize this “optimal” semantics as an abstract interpretation of the op- 
erational one. A similar application to semantics has been presented in [23], where 
complementation, i.e. the inverse of reduced product, has been used to derive new 
semantics for programming languages. 
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